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The Profile of Mood States (POMS) original scale contains 65 self-report items using the 5-point Likert Scale. Participants can choose from 0 (not at all) to 4 (extremely). The test takes approximately 3 to 7 minutes for healthy participants, and longer for the physically ill.
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Reliability and Validity

Internal consistency for the Profile of Mood States was reported at 0.63 to 0.96 Cronbach alpha rating. For the brief version, POMS-SF, the internal consistency rating was 0.76 to 0.95. The correlation between the sub-scales and the total score in POMS and POMS-SF was calculated as 0.84. In addition, the POMS was correlated with the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy scale and the Psychological Well-Being scale, with calculated -0.68 ratings.
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Profile of Moods States (POMS)

Administration, Analysis and Reporting

Statistics Solutions consists of a team of professional methodologists and statisticians that can assist the student or professional researcher in administering the survey instrument, collecting the data, conducting the analyses and explaining the results.

For additional information on these services, click here.

Dissertations Using the Profile of Mood States

Below is a list of dissertations using the POMS. The full version of these dissertations can be found using ProQuest.
Smith, K. D. (2004). *The effects of nursing back rub on pain and wound cytokines, and, the relationship between pre-CABG mood and post-CABG wound cytokines*. The University of Tennessee.

Hawkeswood, J. M. (2001). *The effects of a nicotine nasal spray on baroreflex sensitivity and mood states over three days of smoking cessation*. Queens University at Kingston (Canada).
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